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What are R&D tax credits
An R&D tax credit is a company tax relief, delivered via the tax system and
administered by HMRC, that results in one of the following:
• A reduction in a company’s tax bill; or
• A cash payment from HMRC.
The amount awarded is based on the company’s expenditure on R&D.
There are two schemes:
• SME R&D tax credits, which can generate cash payments of up to 33.35% of
R&D spend; and
• R&D expenditure credits (RDECs), which can generate cash payments of up to
8.8% of R&D spend.
Therefore, neither scheme is as valuable as a typical Innovate UK grant.
However, if a company meets the tests then they can claim and get non-dilutive
funding. There is no competition, call for applications or peer review process.
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R&D claim process
Steps to consider in making an R&D claim:
i.

Is research and development occurring?

ii.

Of the two tax credits, which is the most beneficial: SME R&D tax credit or
RDEC?

iii. What are the qualifying costs?
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Is R&D occurring?
In broad terms, R&D occurs where there is an attempt to achieve a scientific or
technological advancement through the resolution of scientific or technological
uncertainty.
• Advances – advances in overall knowledge (routine analysis, copying or routine
adaptation do not qualify). Was the knowledge being sought not readily
deducible by a competent professional?
• Uncertainties – exists when the knowledge of whether something is
scientifically possible or technologically feasible, or how to achieve it in practice,
is not readily available or deducible.
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SME R&D credit versus RDEC
SME credit claims (at 33.35% of spend) are more valuable than RDEC claims
(at 8.8% of spend).
However, SME credit claims are not possible where, for example:
• the company is not an SME;
• the R&D project benefits from an Innovate UK award; or
• the project has been subcontracted to the company.
A typical approach is as follows:
• Obtain Innovate UK award for a project;
• claim RDEC in respect of the same project, but only on the project costs
that qualify for RDEC; and
• claim SME credits for all other projects.
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Qualifying RDEC costs
Only the following costs can be included in an RDEC claim:
• Employee costs (salary, bonus, pension, NI)

100%

• Subcontracted R&D expenditure on non-corporates

100%

• R&D staff providers

65%

• Consumable or transformable materials

100%

• Payment to clinical trials volunteers

100%

• Utilities – power, water and fuel

100%

• Computer software used directly in the R&D

100%

The RDEC claim is for 11% of the costs above, as a taxable credit.
If the company is loss-making then the RDEC is recoverable as a cash
payment from HMRC, at 8.8%.
Note that other direct expenses and overheads are not qualifying
costs, so many Innovate UK claim costs are not within the scope of RDEC claims.
Capex and rent costs are also not within the scope of RDEC claims.
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SME definition
The European Commission usual SME numerical tests are doubled for SME R&D
claim purposes:
• < 500 employees; and either
• annual turnover < €100m; or
• balance sheet < €86m.
Whether other related parties’ figures are included in determining
SME status depends on whether the company is:
- autonomous;
- has “partner” enterprises (consider company and proportion of partner
company for SME status). Exception for VCs and institutional investors; or
- has “linked” enterprises (direct or indirect). If a control relationship exists,
consider company and 100% of linked company.
Determining if a company is an SME is complex, so always recommend that
companies seek professional advice.
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SME credit claims
An SME Credit claim can be made to either:
• increase tax deductions for R&D spend and reduce a company’s corporation
tax bill;
or
• surrender tax losses for cash payments from HMRC, so that future tax
payments will be larger.
For loss-making companies it is usually obvious that tax losses should be
surrendered for cash. However, the decision remains with the company and
again, professional advice should be taken.
For SME claims, the qualifying costs are more generous than RDEC. 65% of any
subcontractor costs can be included.
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SME credit complexities
Subsidy and grants
• State aid (from the UK or another EU country), such as Innovate UK awards:
– prevent any of those particular project costs being claimed under SME
scheme, but those costs can be included in an RDEC claim
• Other subsidy/grants
– R&D expenditure covered by the claim is excluded. Any excess
expenditure can be included in the claim.
Subcontracted projects
• No SME claim permitted where the SME is acting as a subcontractor.
Timing issues
• SME credits are claimed on an annual basis for spend in a company’s year.
If a grant does not subsidise costs in a particular year then an SME credit
claim can be made for that spend.
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Get in touch
Tel: +44(0)1223 847901
Email: colin@confluencetax.com
confluencetax.com
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